
 

 

From Belfast to Ellesmere Port to Fougères' and back 

In any form of racing there is always the competitor, the course the techniques and the story. This 

particular event had it all. The event being Fougeres, the competitor being Paul Coombes Ellesmere 

Port and the story of a trip to Belfast and the beginning of a friendship that would see some 

excellent pigeons cross the Irish Sea on foot (or via Jonny Miller)and fly the English channel in style.    

The race point at Fougères' (French Spelling) is famous for its monuments and attractions, one 

spectacular attraction is the Château de Fougères, a medieval stronghold built atop a granite ledge, 

which was part of the Duchy of Brittany's ultimately unsuccessful defence against French aggression, 

and part of a tripartate with Vitré. 

Fougères also has one of only three belfries in Brittany, whose location serves as the centre of the 

weekend market. The belfry, built 1397, has symbolic importance: funded by local merchants, it 

allowed ordinary people access to timekeeping, previously the preserve of the church and nobility. 

How fitting then, that this particular day would be a race against time. 

Fougères is a town of Art and History (Villes et Pays d'Art et d'Histoire), a designation assigned to 

historic areas by the French Ministry of Culture and Communication. The town was involved in the 

rebellion against the French Revolution in 1793. A skirmish near Fougères was the subject of the 

French painter Julien Le Blant's (1851–1933) most famous work Le Bataillon Carré, Affaire de 

Fougères 1793, which won a Gold Medal in the Exposition Universelle in 1889. This large work is now 

located in the United States, at the Lee Library on the campus of Brigham Young University. 

A sizable section of the town walls survives, stretching from the château in the lower town up the 

hill to surround the upper town. Medieval citizens in the lower town were outside the fortifications 

and would retreat into the fortress in times of trouble. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ch%C3%A2teau_de_Foug%C3%A8res
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fortification
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Granite
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duchy_of_Brittany
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vitr%C3%A9,_Ille-et-Vilaine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_towns_and_lands_of_Art_and_History
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minister_of_Culture_(France)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Revolution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julien_Le_Blant


 

The Medieval Strong Hold of Fougeres today 2014 

The Victoria HS were to see their pigeons released from Fougeres into a North East Wind on 

Saturday 21st June. The birds all forty of them sent by only six members was a testament to the 

previous weeks hard Falaise race and the fact that again half of the membership did not send. There 

is a trend forming here with not just one or two fanciers sending and then missing a week. Every 

man to their own but six consecutive channel races (especially testing races) appear to be causing 

the “every second week” drop in not only birdage but also fanciers. If this was to be the clubs turn 

out then would it reflect at federation level? Time would inform us.  

Of the forty pigeons released the times anticipated were to be “smack on the nail” the previous race 

into these similar conditions had produced testing traces and these would be the same, but 

obviously clearer skies and slightly quicker with better returns. First birds to be recorded into the 

Port were at the loft of Paul Coombes. After 7am liberation Paul timed his first pigeon at 14.52 to 

record a velocity of 1305 and take the red card. Paul would then record two further pigeons at 14.58 

and 15.03 to take second and fourth club respectively. 

The second pigeon was recorded at the consistent loft of Alby Davies and Sons who timed in their 

first pigeon at 14.59 to take third club. Freddie Davies and Son took fifth position and Sharon 

Thurston took sixth. Again there were a couple of empty perches and two members failed to return 

a race time. 

Paul’s winner is a blue hen bred by Jeff Greenaway at Quilly Lofts Dromore Belfast. This hen had 

been consistent as a youngster and as a yearling had raced the full inland program without troubling 

the judge, however this week would put a different complexion on how Paul would view this pigeon 

as she hit the trap in front for the first time was pleasing as in Paul’s own words “I try to bring in 

crosses into my breeding program, and just by handing alone this pigeon has everything I need my 

pigeon to have, so she will be a valued asset to introduce new blood when breeding from her next 

season” 



It has been written before of how Paul breeds and selects his pigeons, purely by handling and 

performance. They must perform but they must meet his criteria in his hand otherwise they will be 

removed from the loft. The introduction of Jeff Greenaway’s pigeons came by way of the author, 

who had made a couple of previous visits to Dromore over recent years and had been so impressed 

by mainly the man initially, his knowledge and his sense of keenness, and then with his pigeons. I 

had procured a round of youngsters and to ensure I got the full cover with regard to performance I 

gave seven youngsters of the round to Paul Coombes to try out. This hen was one of the seven and 

has proved what I already knew that these pigeons can win out of turn where ever they are sent. No 

information is available as we go to print regarding the breeding (I had it and mislaid it) but needless 

to say this game hen crossed the Irish sea before she could fly to then win on only her second 

excursion across the English channel.  

Jeff Greenaway has sought and bought what he considers the best pigeons from all over Europe, far 

from being a one trick pony his stock loft contain blood lines from multifarious strains but with one 

thing in common they are birds as close to champions as he can get them. Also considering the fact 

that Jeff himself has bred his own champions in recent years which include but not limited to the 

likes of “Blue Savannah” (Pictured). Andre’s Girl (A Winner and dam of Blue Savannah) Lady 

Coopman, the Show Hen, Saphire and blue Prince to name some of the originals. 

Jeff himself has just had what can only be described as an exceptional season and will feature in a 

new year’s article for the Port News sometime in the near future.  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Paul Coombes winner of the Victoria HS 

Fougeres 1 race. 

 

Jeff Greenaway with his superb Blue Savannah. 

Photo courtesy of Aide McCormick 

 



 

West Cheshire Federation Fougeres 1 (35/279) were liberated into a light north easterly wind at 7 

am. The leading pigeons in the federation were to be in the strong Rock Station HS taking eight of 

the top ten positions in the federation. Winning first and second federation, firsts and second Rock 

Station HS and first and second West Cheshire and Wrexham AMAL is Brian Hughes. This individual 

performance alone would warrant consideration for the federations presidents cup but Brian put in 

the extra yards by not only taking the top two positions in the area but adding fifth, seventh, 

fourteenth, nineteenth, and twenty second federation to boot! Seven pigeons in the top thirty of his  

federation flying some 357 miles is a brilliant loft performance. Brian also put four pigeons into the 

top twenty of the AMAL, brilliant flying and a top performance from one of the federation’s leading 

lights.  

 

Third federation, third Rock Station HS and fourth AMAL is Stephen Williams, another loft that has 

been putting up some brilliant performances consistently over the years. Steve is another top fancier 

in the West Cheshire Federation and is another to put a brilliant loft performance together in this 

race with five pigeons in the top fifteen of the federation taking not only third but sixth, eighth, 

tenth, and fifteenth federation and also putting four pigeons in the top twenty of the AMAL taking 

fourth, ninth, twelfth and sixteenth AMAL. 

Fourth Federation is Paul Coombes of the Victoria HS. Paul also put an excellent loft performance up 

in this race with four pigeons in the top twenty of the federation taking fourth, ninth, sixteenth and 

seventeenth federation. Paul also got two in the top twenty of the AMAL taking sixth and fourteenth 

AMAL. 

With the top ten positions dominated by just three fanciers, and the same three fanciers taking 

sixteen of the top thirty positions is throwing down the gauntlet to the rest of the federation, these 

lofts are consistently at the top of their game and not just across the channel, they are now setting a 

standard that others should want to and need to strive to achieve. 

Around the West Cheshire Clubs: Rock Station HS (5/78) B Hughes 1335, 1328 S Williams. Victoria 

HS (6/41) P Coombes 1305, 1289. A Davies and Sons 1283. Hooton HS. (8/53) G Harrison 1283. W H 

Cottrell and Son 1269. N Weston 1252. Willaston HS (1/20) MK Locke 1281, 1250 1221. Moreton HS 

(5/44) J Rixon 1267. T Monaghan 1241. R Lang 1223. Chester HS (4/22) A Lawson 1253. S Lee 1241. 

1200. Christleton HS (6/21) G Pulford 1211, 1141 M Dentith 870.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The West Cheshire and Wrexham Amalgamation would be dominated by the West Cheshire fed 

taking thirteen of the top twenty. That said the performances from the Wrexham federation were 

not to be sniffed at as the fanciers who posted on the AMAL result are all to be congratulated. 

Thanks to John Rixon for the result sheet and the information and a huge congratulations to Brian 

Hughes for taking first and second federation and first and second amalgamation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fougeres 2 would produce another turn around in the fortunes of our fanciers. We would again see 

an increase in birdage within the Victoria HS along with an improved participation from fanciers. The 

Victoria Clubs birdage increased by some dozen or so pigeons and was again what would appear to 

those looking in a poor send seven members sending fifty two pigeons although that would 

represent fifty per cent of our membership sending. 

The birds were held over on the Saturday due to inclement weather and released on Sunday 29th 

June at 8.45am into a light North West wind. The day ahead looked promising but with dwindling 

birdages would we get a majority “on day” returns? Only time would tell us.      

As the day progressed and there was no news of any pigeons arrival times it started to look ominous 

again. As a club this would be our fourth channel race and out of the three previous channel races 

we had one classical poor return race, this was turning into another. At 8 pm we had still not heard 

of any pigeons and had to wait until 8.21 for young Wesley Ellis to time his entry to record a velocity 

of 879 ypm for the 347 mile round trip, this was going to be a slog for the birds lagging behind. The 

clock strike was put back until 10pm at which point the Victoria HS had recorded two pigeons on the 

winning day. 

Wesley Ellis wins the Victoria with Alby Davies and Sons getting there entry to time in at 21.29 to 

record a velocity of 805. That would be it for the day pigeons. The following morning the birds were 

still scarce, Alan Shinton timed two pigeons at 8.31 and 10.19 to take third and fourth place cards 

with Joey Ellis timing in at 11.19 to take fifth, this would see the close of the result with most 

pigeons still unaccounted for. 

It has been well documented that Wesley Ellis a young man of 17 years of age from a family back 

ground in pigeons has been steadily making his name locally and more often than not nationally. 

Wesley’s elder brother Luke had previously won RPRA awards from their back garden set up and as 

Luke moved on to work and college Wesley carried on the family tradition that is KLM Lofts (K= Dad 

Keith, L= elder brother Luke and of course W = Wesley) it was no surprise to learn that in at the 

Blackpool show in January 2014 Wesley would again be a recipient of yet another RPRA award for 

this loft for his 2nd prize for his position of first club first federation against 2230 pigeons in 

Monmouth young birds race in 2013. Wesley also received a medallion and a cheque for £30. 



 

Wesley Ellis with Dromore Ace Jeffrey Greenaway at Blackpool 2014 

The West Cheshire Federation race from Fougeres would also be a sticky affair, but again not 

assisted by a small entry. Twenty eight members competed sending a total of one hundred and sixty 

five pigeons the birds were to encounter a stiff race with conditions taking their toll. The birds were 

to be scarce in numbers and only four game pigeons stuck at it to record “on the day” velocities. 

The first bird would also be one of the longest flying pigeons to that of Brian Hughes who again for 

the second week running tops the federation timing his pigeon at 20.06 with a winning velocity of 

922. Brian also takes 9th federation with his second pigeon timed in the next day at 7.28am. Brian 

also takes first and second Rock Station HS for the second consecutive week and what is more 

extraordinary is the fact that this pigeon that tops the federation this week also took second 

federation and second Amalgamation last week. Excellent flying by excellent pigeons from an 

excellent fancier really well done.  

Second federation goes to Wesley Ellis, with fellow Victoria HS member Alby Davies and Sons taking 

third.  We then go to Hooton HS for fourth position with Dodd and Sampson timing in the last of the 

day pigeons, also winning first Hooton HS and having the kudos of the only pigeon on the day in their 

club, a feat this loft has achieved on a number of occasions. The partnership would time in their 

second pigeon at 9.14 the next day to take fourteenth federation. Well done to those who managed 

clock on the day and a big well done to sleep that evening I know there were a few empty perches 

and a few sleepless nights. 

First of the day birds were to be recorded again at the Hooton HS with WH Cottrell and Son taking 

fifth federation also timing their second entry at 11.11 to also collect sixteenth federation. The next 

pigeon was that of Warren Walkers in Chester, Warren usually times in after darkness but they 



appeared to have a lay in on this race? Warren timed in at 6.04 to take first Chester HS and sixth 

federation. It was then back to the Hooton HS with Mike Lonsdale timing in at 6.39 and 7.33 taking 

seventh and eleventh federation Mike also takes third club Hooton HS. Next it was “stay at the 

Hooton HS” with Geoff Jones (AKA Go Jones) timing in at 6.57 to take eighth federation. Tenth 

federation was to be the loft of George Harrison timing in at 7.08. Alan Shinton was next timing in 

8.31 and then again at 10.15 to take twelfth and fifteenth federation. JJ & DM Clews Hooton HS at 

9.16 takes thirteenth fed with the evergreen grandfather of KLM Lofts Joey Ellis Victoria HS taking 

seventeenth federation. Evans and Wright Chester timed in at 12.32 to take eighteenth federation, 

and finally closing the federation result taking nineteenth and twentieth federation is Archibald and 

Picken at 16.09 and 16.09.  

Although not known it is possible that these latter pigeons were found at the loft looking at their 

times. Well done to those who managed to get them. It is noticeable that only 20 pigeons from one 

hundred and sixty five were recorded by fourteen fanciers which meant fifty percent of fanciers 

failed to return a time with only thirty three percent of pigeons liberated being recorded as homed. 

Around the West Cheshire Clubs Fougeres 2. Rock Station HS(2/23) B Hughes 922 & 626. Victoria HS 

(7/52) W Ellis 879, A Davies and Sons 805, A Shinton 578. Hooton HS (8/41) Dodd & Sampson 782, 

WH Cottrell& Son 704, M Lonsdale 643. Chester HS (5/25) W Walker 666., Evans & Wright 468. 

Christleton (5/12) Archibald & Picken 412, 412. 

West Cheshire & Wrexham Amalgamation. Wrexham federation showed the way this week with 

the AMAL returns. With only eighteen pigeons timed in on the winning day Wrexham federation 

take the bragging rights by not only taking first and second this week but also posting fourteen of 

the eighteen day arrivals excellent performances not least that of Lloyd and Bagnall of Brymbo for 

winning the AMAL, P & T Reece Horse and Jockey taking second AMAL and B Hughes taking third 

AMAL (same pigeon was second AMAL last week). Other very noticeable performance were also that 

of the winning loft timing three pigeons on the winning day also that of the second loft P & T Reece 

who timed in two pigeons on the winning day excellent flying into North wales. Congratulations to 

the winners and thanks to John Rixon for producing the AMAL results.     

 

 

 

 

 



 


